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José Vasconcelos—lawyer, politician, writer, educator, philosopher, prophet, and mystic—was
one of the most influential and controversial figures in the intellectual life of twentieth-century
Mexico. Vasconcelos was driven by the desire to gain a complete and comprehensive vision of
reality, employing his own aesthetic-emotive method and a poetic mode of expression. The
complex philosophical system that resulted is what he called “aesthetic monism.” But this is only
one side of the man. Vasconcelos was also vitally interested in both the proximate realities and
remote possibilities of Mexico, in the character of the “cosmic race” of his homeland, and in the
relations between his own country and the others of this hemisphere. Soon after Vasconcelos’s
death in 1959, Eduardo García Máynez spoke of him, in a moving tribute, as “without question
the most inspiring intellectual and human figure that Mexico has produced.” Unhappily—and
perhaps disgracefully—he has remained almost unknown outside the Spanish-speaking world.
Histories of Mexico published in English usually give passing mention to his role as Minister of
Public Education or his unsuccessful campaign for the presidency, but his aesthetic system and
his socio-political ideas have been ignored by philosophers in the United States. Here, for the
first time, is a unified, inclusive, and occasionally critical presentation of the entire range of
Vasconcelos’s thought, from his metaphysics and theory of knowledge through his aesthetics
and ethics to his social and political philosophy. It is enriched by an appendix in which the most
significant passages from Vasconcelos’s own philosophical writings are presented in English
translations.
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José Vasconcelos, whose endeavors in his native Mexico ranged from politics and education to
philosophy and letters, was accorded a position of eminence among Latin American
philosophers by his fellow Latin Americans. The Mexican philosopher Agustín Basave, for
example, speaks of Vasconcelos as “the legitimate glory of the Spanish-speaking world,” noting
that he is the genius of Spanish America.However, outside this orbit the scholarly world has
shown little interest in his philosophical teachings. Very few of his writings have been translated
into English; moreover, almost no information concerning him, his philosophy, or—for that matter
—Latin American philosophy in general, is to be found in our standard philosophical reference
works, whether histories, dictionaries, or encyclopedias.Vasconcelos created a complex, subtle,
and sophisticated philosophical system (including a theory of knowledge, a metaphysics, an
ethics, and an aesthetics) which he termed an “aesthetic monism”; yet he was always vitally
interested in the proximate realities and the more or less remote possibilities of Mexico, in the
character of the “cosmic race” of his homeland, in the “emotive philosophy” which it could create,
and in the relations between the Mexican nation and others of this hemisphere which he called
“Bolivarism.”There is no “angelism,” no “separated intellect,” in this philosopher. José
Vasconcelos was, in the traditional Spanish phrase, un hombre de carne y hueso (a man of flesh
and bone), a philosopher who sought truth as the fruit of a total experience, sensory, intellectual,
volitional, emotional; he sought the “whole” truth as a “whole” man.The major works in which he
presents both his system of aesthetic monism and his sociopolitical doctrines were written over
a substantial period of time—from Pitágoras (published in 1916) to Todología (published in 1952)
—and lesser works were published before and after these dates. Yet, despite minor
inconsistencies, the elaborate system of aesthetic monism as expressed with variations in
several books has an overall unity, and the principles and spirit of this system also pervade the
sociopolitical doctrines he expounded in several other books.If Parmenides is being-intoxicated
and Spinoza is God-intoxicated, José Vasconcelos is unity-intoxicated. Oswaldo Robles has
spoken of him as a “cosmic soul” with a simpatía universal who has immersed himself in the
entire ocean of reality.Here, emulating this spirit, I have attempted to achieve an inclusive and
unified picture of the thought of the Mexican philosopher in its entire range—a range that
attempted to encompass everything on earth and in heaven as well.In Appendix C there are nine
selections from Vasconcelos’ Ética, Estética, Tratado de metafísica, and Lógica orgánica in
English translation. Although they are brief, I feel they will suffice to illustrate his synthetic style of
thinking and his poetic mode of expression.Special thanks are due the following persons at The
University of Texas at El Paso: to President Joseph M. Ray and Deans Clyde E. Kelsey and Ray



Small for their encouragement; to Professor John M. Sharp and Rafael J. González for their
assistance in translating many of the rich, poetic, and sometimes difficult works of José
Vasconcelos from Spanish into English; to my colleagues in the Department of Philosophy
(especially to Professor C. C. Crawford) and the members of the Inter-American Institute for their
support and inspiration; and to the Organized Research Committee for funds with which I
pursued this study.I also wish to express my appreciation to Dean C. L. Sonnichsen, Monsignor
Henry D. Buchanan, Professor Patrick Romanell, Reverend Andrew Burke, Professor John M.
Sharp, Professor Lonnie D. Kliever, and John Finnegan for their painstaking reading of the
manuscript and their helpful suggestions; to Señor Enrique Vasconcelos for providing me with
otherwise unavailable original source materials; to The Personalist, the International
Philosophical Quarterly, and the Inter-American Review of Bibliography, published by the
University of Southern California, Fordham University, and the Pan American Union respectively,
in which some parts of this book originally appeared; and, finally, to Carmen—for
everything.JOHN H. HADDOXContentsPreface1. Patriot—Educator—Philosopher2. Aesthetic
Monism3. A Synthesis of the Heterogeneous?4. Philosopher-Prophet of Mexico5. A True
Prophet of Mexico?6. One, yet ManyAppendix AAppendix BAppendix CBibliographyIndex1.
Patriot—Educator—PhilosopherJosé Vasconcelos was born in Oaxaca, Mexico, on February
27, 1882. His father worked for the Mexican government and for much of José’s childhood the
Vasconcelos family lived in seaports and border towns.Young José at a very early age showed a
propensity for philosophy. He asked questions unusual for one so young: “What am I?” “What is
a human being?”1 To the question, “What is a philosopher?” his mother replied: “A philosopher is
one who depends upon the light of reason to discover the truth. A sophist is one who defends
what is false, for his personal interests or simply for pride and vanity.”2 José Vasconcelos was
never to forget these words.After attending grammar school (at, among other places, Eagle
Pass, Texas), he traveled to Mexico City where he attended the National Preparatory School. In
1905 he received his licentiate in law from the School of Jurisprudence.As a student
Vasconcelos had supported Mexican President Porfirio Díaz and, for a time, apparently
accepted the teachings of Positivist philosophy as presented by a group of ideologists for Díaz
called the científicos, the party of the scientists. This was natural enough, considering that for
almost José’s entire youth President Díaz had been in power and that all aspects of Mexican life,
cultural and educational as well as economic and political, were controlled by the President and
his followers.During the tenure of President Díaz (from 1876 to 1911, with one four-year
interregnum) foreign capital came to dominate the economic life of Mexico, with the ownership
of natural resources, many industries, and much of the land taken over by American, British,
Belgian, French, German, Spanish, and Canadian interests. Thus, although productivity in
Mexico was manifestly greater than before the Díaz regime, much of the profits left the country
and what remained in Mexico tended to improve the lot of the already rich rather than help the
rural peon or the urban poor.These facts, plus the suppression of political opposition, led to
widespread unrest. Thus, when Díaz announced in 1909 that he was running for office once



again, Francisco I. Madero’s battle cry “Sufragio efectivo; no reelección” won enough popular
support to make the overthrow of Díaz inevitable.In the area of philosophy, Positivism was the
ideological bulwark of the Díaz regime. The teachings of Auguste Comte, French founder of the
Positivist philosophy, had been introduced into Mexico by the educator Gabino Barreda. In 1868
he opened the National Preparatory School as a center for Mexican Positivism, which, in one
form or another, was the dominant philosophical mode of thought until almost 1910. Like Comte,
Barreda saw Positivist philosophy, with its denial of metaphysics and theology and its exaltation
of science, as the necessary instrument of social progress.In 1892 the científicos, led by Justo
Sierra and Francisco Bulnes, justified on “scientific grounds” the fourth re-election of Díaz, the
so-called honest tyrant. Now the doctrines of Comte were modified by certain teachings of
Charles Darwin and Herbert Spencer. The científicos argued: Darwin had shown that in the
struggle for existence the fittest survive; Porfirio Díaz had survived three elections; hence he was
obviously the most fit to rule in his homeland.By the time Vasconcelos graduated from law
school he was ready to join those opposed to the dictator. This was more than a mere change in
political allegiance: he saw Positivism not only as a defense of the dictatorship of Díaz but also
as an instrument for the expansion of economic interests from the United States, for the
“Anglicizing” of Mexico, and for the development of an empiricist-materialist philosophy.On
October 28, 1909, a group of approximately fifty young intellectuals, led by Antonio Caso, Pedro
Henríquez Ureña, Alfonso Reyes, and José Vasconcelos, came together to form the Ateneo de
la Juventud. This organization had as its goals the destruction of the Díaz regime, the removal of
foreign economic controls in Mexico, and the lessening of the influences of Positivism on the
cultural life and educational system of Mexico. Thus when the revolution against Díaz broke out
in 1910, these Mexican thinkers attempted to formulate both an ideology of revolution and a plan
for the cultural rehabilitation of the nation after the revolt.3At a meeting of the Ateneo in 1910
Vasconcelos presented a lecture entitled “Don Gabino Barreda y las ideas contemporáneas” in
which he questioned Barreda’s denial of artistic and metaphysical values and his excessive faith
in the scientific method. He concluded: “The Positivism of Comte and Spencer could never
satisfy our aspirations.”4Vasconcelos then became a propagandist for the forces of Francisco I.
Madero, who opposed Díaz. Eventually he had to flee to Washington, D.C., where he remained
as a confidential agent for the Maderistas. After Díaz was overthrown, Vasconcelos returned to
Mexico. This was the beginning of a long and active political career. Oswaldo Robles has noted
that if Plotinus exercised a profound influence on the thought of Vasconcelos, it was Plato (with
his ideal of a philosopher-king) who inspired his activities.5In 1920, after brief periods as acting
rector at the National University and as director of the National Preparatory School, he began
one of the most successful periods of his life. That year he was appointed Minister of Public
Education by President Álvaro Obregón. As Minister, he was in charge of three areas: schools,
libraries, and fine arts. Because of his tireless efforts to reorganize and extend the educational
system of Mexico and raise the general level of Mexican education, Vasconcelos has been
credited with being the father of public education in Mexico.He established rural schools in



areas where none had ever existed, and these schools were also used as community centers in
numerous villages and cities. More schools were constructed during his few years as Minister
than in the previous fifty years—more than one thousand rural schools between 1921 and 1924.
Thousands of inexpensive editions of the world’s classics were published and distributed
throughout Mexico. Several antiilliteracy drives were initiated and cultural movements were
encouraged, including a revival of popular arts. Vasconcelos was generous with commissions for
the muralists Diego Rivera and José Clemente Orozco. Under the previous President,
Venustiano Carranza, 1 per cent of the national budget had been allotted to education; by 1923,
due largely to the hard work and enthusiasm of Vasconcelos, this was increased to 15 per cent
(and of a larger budget).Speaking of the great movement in Mexican education at that time,
Octavio Paz writes: “It was a social effort, but one that required the presence of a man who could
catch fire and then transmit his enthusiasm to others. Vasconcelos, as a philosopher and a man
of action, possessed that unity of vision which brings coherence to diverse plans, and although
he sometimes overlooked details, he never lost himself in them. His work, subject to a number of
necessary and not always happy corrections, was the work of a founder, not of a mere
technician.”6Vasconcelos’ political career did not end when he left this office. He ran
unsuccessfully for the governorship of the state of his birth, Oaxaca, and then, in 1929, for the
Presidency of Mexico.Here, as elsewhere, there are apparent contradictions in Vasconcelos’
words and actions. In his Ulises criollo he speaks of himself as “a solitary,”7 and in La tormenta
he affirms his ambition “to grasp everything in all directions—thought, emotion, and action,”8
less as a philosopher than as an inventor. Yet he felt compelled to labor in the exhausting, years-
consuming, often unrewarding field of politics.Thus Vasconcelos was ever torn between two
careers, that of a philosopher and that of a politician. He preferred the breadth of philosophical
enquiry to the more limited area of politics, but, as he notes in one of his autobiographical works,
La tormenta, he always thought it was his patriotic duty, even more, his duty simply as a man, to
do his part “to make the environment in which his life is spent cease to be that of a cannibal tribe
and to convert it to the purposes of civilization.”9There were, then, two reasons for Vasconcelos’
involvement in Mexican politics, one negative and one positive. On the one hand, he felt it his
duty to resist the “triumph of the wicked, the imbeciles,” in Mexican politics,10 to oppose
corruption and tyranny in his country. On the other, he clearly felt from an early age that it was his
duty to work for better living, working, and cultural conditions for the Mexican.As a youth
Vasconcelos had participated in the titanic struggle against Porfirio Díaz partly because of the
latter’s repeated reelections to the presidency. When he now saw that Plutarco Elías Calles was
in effect running for re-election (an action outlawed by the Constitution of 1917), using Pascual
Ortiz Rubio as his puppet, he felt compelled to run for the office himself. What apparently started
as a gesture of defiance rapidly grew into a fullblown campaign.11 It started in Nogales on
November 10, 1928, when he demanded effective suffrage and no re-election. Despite what
seemed to be an extremely successful campaign, he went down to overwhelming defeat—at
least according to the official returns, which gave Ortiz Rubio almost 2,000,000 votes to



Vasconcelos’ approximately 111,000. It was doubtless a fraudulent election; Calixto Maldonado,
one of the leaders of the Antire-elecionista party, declared: “Democracy has been assassinated;
there were no elections.” The party president, Victorio Góngora, hopefully proclaimed that
Vasconcelos had actually won a majority of the votes, hence was President-Elect of Mexico.12
Yet hopes for the eruption of another rebellion in Mexico, like that which deposed Díaz, were
short-lived. Vasconcelos now left his homeland with an armed escort.Of this period, G. T. Nicotra
di Leopoldo has written: “It is said, in attempting to discredit him, that he was exiled from his
native land, that he had to flee his country. Did not Dante, Bolívar, Victor Hugo, and Unamuno
also have to flee and for the same reason? Exile for these great men was an honor. Vasconcelos
had a quality of character that was inflexible, loyal, steadfast in rectitude.”13Even after this bitter
experience the Mexican patriot hesitated to leave politics. In El proconsulado, the last of his
autobiographical works, Vasconcelos writes: “I felt distressed at the thought of my notes on
Ethics lying abandoned in the bottom of suitcases that were constantly moving about. And of the
time that I still had to give to the sterile, stupid struggle of Mexican politics; but that struggle was
something I was honor-bound to carry on, and was the only way to redeem the sacrifice of those
who had died for the regeneration of our country.”14Finally disillusioned with politics, he devoted
his efforts in the nineteen thirties, forties, and fifties to the creation of an all-embracing
philosophical system. At last he could bring to fruition concepts which had been germinating for
many years. He could now read and write philosophy as never before. He later remembered with
pleasure the hours spent at the New York Public Library on Fifth Avenue and at the Library of
Congress in Washington. Of this period Oswaldo Robles writes: “Exiled, José Vasconcelos
followed his road with a soul open to all beauty and to all the values of human culture; yet he
always maintained a living protest against the forces of imperialism.”15Later, after a change in
the Mexican administration, Vasconcelos returned from the United States. He was then involved
in many activities in Mexico—lecturing at the Colegio Nacional, writing books and newspaper
and magazine articles, running a private preparatory school, and directing the National Library
of Mexico. He died on June 30, 1959, widely acclaimed as one of Mexico’s greatest and most
original thinkers.In 1959 an entire issue of Revista Mexicana de Filosofía was devoted to José
Vasconcelos, and in it several philosophers are profuse in their praise of his thought. Yet he was,
and is, disliked intensely by many of his contemporaries because of his social and political
theories and activities.However, controversial figure that he may have been, no one can accuse
him of pettiness. Agustín Basave, in La filosofía de José Vasconcelos, remarks that the man
evokes memories of the giant figures of the Old Testament and Shakespeare.16 Truly he was a
man larger than life; everything he did, he did on a grand scale.He was a complex, passionate,
sensitive, searching, even tormented figure. At times bitter and acrimonious, he despised the
petty tyranny and not so petty corruption in Mexican political life and with vehemence gave
written vent to his spleen, as in his scathing denunciations of such figures as former Presidents
of Mexico—Venustiano Carranza (“he was deaf and blind, stupid and dumb, and so mad about
commanding that he would listen to no advice”) and Plutarco Elías Calles (termed simply “a



savage”)—and of military leaders—Francisco (Pancho) Villa (“an ignorant ferocious type . . . like
a wild animal that gets its claws on machine guns and cannons”) and Emiliano Zapata (“blind,
unconscious, bloody”).17Yet he loved with an even greater passion. He loved his children (“a
treasure which is a living, changing miracle,” he said); he loved Mexico; he loved beauty; he
loved artistic and poetic creation; he loved personal integrity and honor; he loved God.Thus
Vasconcelos exclaims: “To me, as to Job, life has given the experience of knowing infinite
happiness and exhausting pain. In the rhythm of my tragic story complaint and rejoicing
alternate.”18As he once noted: “I have spent half of my life traveling,”19 and he did visit many
lands (including Latin American nations, the United States, England, France, Spain, Italy, Egypt,
Israel, and India) in the course of his political career, especially during periods of exile from
Mexico. But even more important was his spiritual odyssey. He was ever driven by a desire to
achieve a perfect, absolute, and total wisdom, and the difficulties along the way were manifold.In
El desastre Vasconcelos remarks: “Every time I have fallen into the trap of amorous obsession,
including matrimony, a voice from deep within me has accused me of betraying my calling,
which from the cradle has been that of a hermit.”20 Yet clearly a hermit he was not.At least until
his retirement from politics and to some extent even after, his reading in philosophy, though very
wide-ranging, was sporadic, disorganized, and at times hurried, hence superficial; and his
writing, while beautiful and stimulating, was at times not all that a scholar might desire. For one
thing, he was not always careful about identifying his source materials.21This, however, did not
really bother him very much because, as noted before, Vasconcelos considered himself an
inventor, a creator, and not at all a pedantic philosopher.Notes1 José Vasconcelos, Ulises
criotto, in Obras completas, I, 308.2 Ibid., p. 324.3 Edith Flower, “The Mexican Revolt against
Positivism,” Journal of the History of Ideas, X (January, 1949), 115–129.4 Antonio Caso et al.,
Conferencias del Ateneo de la Juventud, p. 7. For an excellent discussion of the activities of the
Ateneo de la Juventud see Patrick Romanell, “Bergson in Mexico: A Tribute to José
Vasconcelos,” Philosophy and Phenomenological Research, XXI, 4 (June, 1961), 501–513.
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Luz-Elena, “a great book!. I am taking a class with the author of this book and his book is as
interesting as he is in class. It has helped me ppreciate and know more of Vasconcelos..... a
great book!!!!”

The book by John H. Haddox has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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